
Editor-in-Chief of Germany’s Top Newspaper Apologizes for Fear-Driven COVID
Coverage

Description

GERMANY: The editor-in-chief of Germany’s top newspaper Bild has apologized for the news outlet’s 
fear-driven coverage of COVID, specifically to children who were told “that they were going to murder 
their grandma.”

In a speech delivered to camera, Julian Reichelt said sorry for Bild’s coverage which was “like poison”
and “made you feel like you were a mortal danger to society.”

Reichelt directed his main sentiment towards children who have been terrorized by fearmongering
media coverage which has caused child depression and suicides to soar across the world.

“To the millions of children in this country for whom our society is responsible, I want to express here
what neither our government nor our Chancellor dares to tell you. We ask you to forgive us,” he said.

“Forgive us for this policy which, for a year and a half, has made you victims of violence, neglect,
isolation, and loneliness.”

“We persuaded our children that they were going to murder their grandma if they dared to be what they
are, children. Or if they met their friends. None of this has been scientifically proven.”

Julian Reichelt, the editor-in-chief of @BILD – one of the largest newspapers in Germany,
apologized to the children of Germany for the COVID-19 coverage in his newspaper that
made them “victims of neglect, isolation and loneliness.”

Read the subtitles. pic.twitter.com/hn0B0u5H3E

— Amy Tarkanian (@MrsT106) August 2, 2021
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https://twitter.com/MrsT106/status/1422147592239124481?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


“When a state steals the rights of a child, it must prove that by doing so it protects him against concrete
and imminent danger. This proof has never been provided. It has been replaced by propaganda
presenting the child as a vector of the pandemic.”

Reichelt noted how moderate voices who attempted to offer calmer perspectives on the pandemic
“were never invited to the expert table” and urged viewers “don’t believe this lie,” when encountering
alarmist proclamations from the government.

The journalist called on authorities to open schools and sports halls instead of polling stations, warning
that those who imposed brutal lockdown measures, “will have on their conscience and will leave in the
history books, a multitude of innocent souls.”

Bild has a daily circulation of 1.24 million copies and is the best-selling newspaper in Europe, adding
even more weight to this story.

As we highlighted yesterday, Germans protesting against plans to impose domestic vaccine passports
were brutalized by police during demonstrations that took place in Berlin.

The ugly scenes prompted the UN’s Special Rapporteur on Torture Nils Melzer to put in a request for
eyewitnesses ahead of a potential investigation.

Germans were protesting against plans to ban unvaccinated people from a plethora of different
venues, including restaurants, cinemas and stadiums.

As we previously highlighted, Germany’s domestic spy agency is monitoring anti-lockdown protesters,
claiming they are potentially involved in a plot to subvert the country.
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